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“Wiki-Gate”: Julian Assange Was Framed by the People Who Supported Him

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, March 31, 2022

Julian Assange was initially lauded and supported by the mainstream media. In 2008  The
Economist, which is partly owned by the Rothschild family granted Assange The New Media
Award. Was this a genuine endorsement of  Assange’s commitment to “freedom of the
press”? Or was it a public relations ploy?

“Exclusive: Documents Reveal Erik Prince’s $10 Billion Plan to Make Weapons and Create a
Private Army in Ukraine”

By Simon Shuster, March 31, 2022

On the second night of his visit to Kyiv, Erik Prince had a dinner date on his agenda. A few of
his Ukrainian associates had arranged to meet the American billionaire at the Vodka Grill
that evening, Feb. 23, 2020. The choice of venue seemed unusual. The Vodka Grill, a since-
defunct nightclub next to a KFC franchise in a rough part of town, rarely saw patrons as
powerful as Prince.

India: Massive Strike of 200 Million Workers Draws Attention to Increasing Problems and
Apprehensions of Workers

By Bharat Dogra, March 31, 2022

The call for a 2 day national level strike by workers given by 10 central trade unions and
other supporting organizations in India drew a strong response by  over 200 million (20
crore) workers on March 28 and 29, according to organizers.
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The Presidential Election in South Korea: Dark Threatening Fog Is Covering Up the Future of
the Korean Peninsula

By Prof. Joseph H. Chung, March 30, 2022

In South Korea, something which should not happen has happened. Yoon Suk-yeol has won
the presidential election with a margin of little more than 240,000 votes. If there is any
person who should not become the head of Korea, he is Yoon who has revealed himself as
the most corrupted, dishonest and violent person and who relies on shaman (MooDang) for
decisions.

Oliver Stone Documents the Past to Illuminate the Present. “JFK: Destiny Betrayed”

By Edward Curtin, March 30, 2022

While Kennedy was the last U.S. president to genuinely seek peace at the cost of his life, his
successors have all been lackeys in love with war and in full awareness  that the promotion
of war and the military industrial complex were at the top of their job description.

Italian Airport Workers Refuse to Load Arms for Ukraine

By Alessio Arena, March 30, 2022

Workers at the Galileo Galilei Airport in Pisa — a civilian airport — reported March 12 that
they had been involved in the loading of  a cargo plane with what was alleged to be
humanitarian aid destined for Ukraine. The aid turned out to be arms and ammunition
destined for the troops of the Zelensky regime.

French Lawyer Arrested for Treason After Helping Reiner Fuellmich Prove World Leaders
Have Committed Crimes Against Humanity in the Name of COVID-19

By The Daily Expose, March 30, 2022

Virginie de Araujo Recchia, a French attorney living in France who is participating in the
work of the Citizen Jury with Reiner Fuellmich, was arrested in her home at dawn on March
22nd in front of her children. The arrest comes three weeks before ahead of the French
presidential elections.

Senators Urge US to Halt UN Probe into Alleged War Crimes During Gaza Bombing
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By Middle East Eye, March 30, 2022

A bipartisan group of 68 US senators sent a letter to Secretary of State Antony Blinken,
calling on the Biden administration to lead an effort to end a United Nations commission that
is probing alleged Israeli war crimes against Palestinians.

The Current Ukrainian Government’s Nazism

By Eric Zuesse, March 30, 2022

Sadism is a marked feature of racist fascism, or “nazism,” and it’s proudly displayed in
today’s Ukraine, such as in this string of cellphone videos. It was posted as a string of
tweets during March 20-22 by a “Juan Sinmiedo”, whose account then became “suspended”
by Twitter,  because it  was publicly exposing truths about Ukraine that mega-corporate
America assiduously suppresses U.S.-and-allied publics from knowing.

What Are FDA’s Criteria for Issuing a COVID Vaccine EUA? What Happens When Pfizer and
Moderna Vaccines Fall Short? Next Up, Babies and Toddlers

By Dr. Meryl Nass, March 30, 2022

FDA made it very clear what its standards were for COVID vaccines. FDA repeatedly told its
advisory committee, the public and vaccine manufacturers what it required in order to issue
an EUA for a COVID vaccine.  I have copied 4 of the FDA’s power-points below so we can all
agree on what, precisely, those standards are.

Putin’s Bombers Could Devastate Ukraine But He’s Holding Back. Here’s Why

By William M Arkin, March 30, 2022

Russia’s conduct in the brutal war tells a different story than the widely accepted view that
Vladimir  Putin  is  intent  on  demolishing  Ukraine  and  inflicting  maximum  civilian
damage—and  it  reveals  the  Russian  leader’s  strategic  balancing  act.
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